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1 message

King Sean, House von Dehn <gnosticwisdom37@gmail.com> Thu, Feb 15, 2024 at 10:09 AM
To: anikolaev@naimarklaw.com

Good day, Nikolaev,

You appear to be engaged in very serious fraud.  Serving documents on a dead Man with no counsel to obtain default,
then proceeding against an Estate without any legal or lawful representative appointed, re-drafting the entire Claim to
frame My dead father for the crimes of Tiffany Singh, and worse still, allowing Me to loose countless sleepless nights
worried about these People?

You must be the most morally bankrupt, criminal clown posing as a lawyer I've encountered so far.  

There is no One appointed to receive documents of Joachim von Dehn, and Michael von Dehn is not legally or lawfully
qualified.

Very curious to know what happened to the injured parties and why You 'discontinued' the Claims as soon as I am as King
for a copy of the Claim?  

I require service of documents on My father and all his replies to Your bullshit Claim founded in fraud.

I look foward to hearing from You.  You are also colluding with Tiffany, Tanja and Michael, and now have a Starring Role in
their Magnificent Estate Fraud Conspiracy.

10% accrues daily on the principal amount of the full Value of the Claim, plus an additional $1 million fine for every lawyer
involved, and another million for each firm.  I'm sure Your fellow criminal clowns at Naimark Will be thrilled about the free
publicity You are providing for them.

I'm the only Man legally and lawfully entitled to receive documents for Joachim von Dehn and You didn't even Give Me
Notice?  Fraudster.  The Law is coming for You - and so is God.

King Sean, House von Dehn,
Hand of Stephen,
The Kingdom of Heaven Found a Sean
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